Abstract. Function decomposition is an important step in the process of product design, in both original design and redesign. Following "Three-Flows Principle" complies with objective rules, and the result of product design proves its importance. For the many-to-many relationship between function and effect, when different effect is selected for a function, flows will be very different. The sustainability of product has close relation with the functions, principles, structure and material of product. In the process of function decomposition, designer should follow the sustainable design criteria for effects. Besides, it is significant to unearth available resources in function decomposition. A model of functional decomposition based on effect followed the sustainable design criteria and "Three-Flows Principle" is established in this article. Last, functional structure of heating equipment is established following both the new model and existing model. The results prove the superiority of the new model.
Introduction
Currently, the descriptions of functional structure are function tree and functional chain. There are many methods to establish function tree and two have good effect among them. One is a top-down approach, Function Analysis System Technique method [1] . Following this method, the function tree is depended on the experience of the designer. Another is a bottom-up approach, the Subtract and Operate Procedure [2] . The underlying assumption to use this method is that either a form concept or actual product exists. So it limits the chance to use it. The description of functional structure with the integration of function tree and functional chain is based on the operation analysis of flows. Flows are physical phenomena, which are, material, energy, and signal, intrinsic to the product function. So following "Three-Flows Principle" complies with objective rules, and the result of product design proves its importance. But, the results of patent analysis in TRIZ prove the many-to-many relationship between function and effect [3] . When different effect is selected for a function, the flows will be very different. So the functional structure will be very experiential, without selecting the effect in the process based on "Three-Flows Principle". Secondly, the sustainability of product has close relation with the functions, principles, structure and material of product [4] . Moreover, it is difficult to improve the efficiency of the selected principle through subsequent selection of functions, structure and material.
The overall function is realized by a group of sub-functions organized with some relations. Sub-functions and relations constitute the functional structure, which not only describes the movement of flows, but also shows the relations between subfunctions. For convenient exchange, drawing functional structure should follow standard signs. The standard signs see Fig.1 . 
Function Decomposition
The purpose of function decomposition is to describe product on functional level. It will be significant to build a library of available resources [5] before function decomposition. An important aspect is the compare between input flows and available resources to seek the transition route. Moreover, along with the process of functional decomposition the library increases, because more effects will be selected and more output flows are available resources or will be transformed into available resources. More adequately available resources are unearthed, that should follow first material object then virtual object, more innovativeness the product has.
There may be some restraint between sub-functions, which are not resolved in the analysis process based on flows. So it is necessary to optimize the functional structure, mainly following sustainable design criteria for effect and function, between which there may be contradictions which should be resolved under the help of the contradiction solving matrix or separation principles from TRIZ [6] .
Designer can plan product's layout in physical structure, through the modularization of functional structure. The modularization should follow some principles:
1. Divide a group of sequential operating functions for a flow in a module as far as possible. 2. Divide the functions in a module which has high dependency. 3. Ensure the convenience of module in manufacture.
Sustainable Design Criteria
The analyses of patents confirm the many-to-many relationship between function and effect.
In the one hand, different scientific principle has different flows, which's attribute determines the sustainability of effect. In the process of function decomposition, analyses of inputs and out puts are necessary, then add operation to ensure inputs can be got from available resources and outputs can be changed into available resources and with sustainability.
On the other hand, effects can be classified into produce energy, store energy, transform energy and utilize energy. In different effects the utilization ratio or transformation efficiency or production efficiency may be different. Furthermore, it is difficult to improve the efficiency of final products through subsequent selection of function, structure and material, if the energy efficiency of scientific principle selected is bad. So it is chiefly work to select sustainable effect for enhancing the sustainability of product.
In the process of function decomposition, selecting effects should follow the principles:
1. Try to choose principles with high energy efficiency. 2. Try to choose principles that need simple structure. 3. Avoid using the principle of electromagnetic radiation generated. 4. Avoid using the principle of environmental pollution produced. 5. Avoid using the principle of using or producing toxic substances. 6. Avoid using the principle of produces high risk of fire or explosion.
When combine functional structure, should follow some principles:
1. Functional structure should be as simple as possible. Less sub-functions as far as possible, in order to reduce the number of components. 2. Merge compatible functions. 3. Functional sharing principle, and avoid too complex components. 4. Multi-function principle, make the products and components with multiple functions. 5. Functional independent principle, allowing users to shutdown system partially or totally. 6. Avoid the functions that produce harmful material flows, add auxiliary functions to eliminate harmful material flows or change them into useful resources. 
Sustainable Model of Function Decomposition

Engineering Examples
The existing heating method is discontinuous, the efficiency of which is bad. Furthermore the heating is in settling chamber which restricts the continuity. In order to continuously deposit CdTe, it is need to separate heating substrate from depositing CdTe. The function of continuous heating equipment of the production line of CdTe thin film solar cell is continuously heating the FTO conducting glass to the required temperature in vacuum environment before the settling chamber. The functional structure of existing model is established and is divided into several modules, as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 is the functional structure of new model, which has considered the sustainability of the product and resolved the contradictions by TRIZ theory.
Functional design of continuous heating equipment confirms that the function decomposition based on existing module can search for functional structure according to technological and performance requirements, cost and simple structure only, while in the function decomposition based on the new module, designer not only according to technological and performance requirements, but also can directively select effect and analyze the sustainability of flows. So designer can consider the sustainability on the level of function and scientific principle. 
Conclusion
Designing sustainable product is the core of producing sustainable product and the crux of sustainable development of business. In the article, puts forward sustainable design criteria for function and effect and a model of functional decomposition. In the process of function decomposition, following the sustainable design criteria can realize the purpose that considering sustainability in parallel.
Functional design of continuous heating equipment confirms that considering sustainability in process of product design in parallel, can significantly improve its sustainability.
